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Brian Warner, Founder, Celebrity Net Worth

“If someone came to me with an idea for a

website or a web service today, I would tell them

to run. Run as far away from the web as possible.

Launch a lawn care business or a dog grooming

business - something Google can’t take away as

soon as he or she is thriving.”
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01099367; 01099371 

Eliminating the ‘Threat’ of Verticals

“How do we deal with the problem of ‘proliferating

verticals’?”

“Driv[ing] too much traffic to competitors monster and

hotjobs.”
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00063367; 00063341 

“Instagram was our threat.”
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00063220

“[T]hey could be very disruptive to us.”

“The businesses are nascent but the networks

are established, the brands are already

meaningful and if they grow to a large scale

they could be very disruptive to us.”



500063221

“[N]eutralize a potential competitor?”

“1) [N]eutralize a potential competitor?”

“2) [A]cquire talent?”

“3) [I]ntegrate their products with ours

in order to improve our service?”



600063222

“[W]hat we’re really buying is time.”

“[W]hat we’re really buying is time.”

“There are . . . a finite number of different social

mechanics to invent.”



7011083 – 011084

Apple Offers Preferential Treatment to Baidu

“APP  Review Fast Track”

“I'm assigning two key contacts for

Baidu and both of them can help

manage through Apple.”
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Apple Gives Amazon Preferential Treatment

“It’s difficult to express how strange this is: for over a decade, Apple has stuck

to the rule that all digital goods sold in iOS apps must use Apple’s payment

methods, including Apple’s 30 percent cut.”

“Suddenly, that rule appears to apply to all developers except those who have

the leverage to cut a special deal with Apple.”
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Apple Cuts Off Developers 

011253

“I’d suggest we just cut Joe off from now on.”

“Earlier today Joe spoke to the press and was
critical of our new PLA and Objective C.”
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00142833; 00151723

Amazon Viewed Diapers.com as Top Competitor

“The benchmarking team recently

completed a study of Diapers.com.

They are our largest and fastest

growing competitor in the on-line

diaper and baby care space.”

“They keep the pressure on pricing on

us. They apparently have lower

fulfillment costs than we have.”
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00132026; 00151722

Amazon’s Plan to Weaken Diapers.com

“[T]hese guys are our #1 short term

competitor. . . . [W]e need to match

pricing on these guys no matter what

the cost.”

“We have already initiated a more

aggressive ‘plan to win’ against

diapers.com. . . . To the extent this plan

undercuts the core diapers business for

diapers.com, it will slow the adoption

of soap.com.”
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The Plan Worked

00154656; 00009716 

“Decelerating Growth in Core Diapers

Category. As noted, Quidsi had a challenging

Q3-10 . . .”

“[T]hey expect to lose lots of money over

the nxt few yrs-this will make it worse.”



00057113

“95% of [A]ll [S]ocial [M]edia in the US.” 

“Facebook is now

95% of all social

media in the US.”
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00045426

“[L]and [G]rab”

“I hate the word 'land grab' but I think that is

the best convincing argument and we should

own that . . .”

“[W]e are going to spend 5-10% of our market

cap every couple years to shore up our

position . . .”
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00067600

“[W]e can likely always just buy any competitive 
startups.”

“[W]e can likely always just buy any

competitive startups, but it’ll be a while before

we can buy Google.”
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00045388 - 00045389

WhatsApp: “[W]e have close to 100% 
overlap.”

“[T]heir reach amongst smartphone

users is actually bigger than ours – so

my guess is that we have close to

100% overlap, our user-base being a

subset of theirs.”
“[D]o we have any sense of 

overlap between their and our 

user base?”  
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Amazon Bookseller’s Story
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eMarketer, May 2020

Amazon’s Dominance
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Amazon Bookseller’s Please
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“Leaving [M]oney on the [T]able”

015059

“For recurring
subscriptions, we
should ask for 40% of
the first year only but
we need work a few
deals to see what is
right.”

“(I think we may be leaving money

on the table if we just asked for

about 30% of the first year of sub).”
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“Death to a [S]mall [C]ompany”

012273

“[F]rom the very beginning we complied

to these new standards that Apple set,

before these rules were even set.”
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Facebook Felt Threatened by Apple’s Gatekeeper 
Power

“[H]igh concentration of the

mobile operating system market .

. . poses a significant strategic

threat to the Company’s

business.”

“[A]dding an additional,

popular, complementary

mobile application . . . would

make it more difficult for

operating system providers to

exclude the Company’s

mobile applications from

mobile platforms.”

00045376 - 00045377
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"When children's health is at stake, Apple should 
do the right thing."

012247

“I am deeply disappointed that you have

decided to remove this app and others like

it, thereby reducing consumer access to

much-needed services to keep children safe

and protect their mental health and well-

being.”
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Pushing Users to ScreenTime

013221

"We will continue to provide features, like

ScreenTime, designed to help parents manage

their children’s access to technology . . .”
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Apple Leverages Control of App Store

U.S. v. Apple Inc, 952 F. Supp. 2d 638 (S.D.N.Y. 2013), aff’d, 791 F.3d 290 

(2d Cir. 2015).

“[W]hen Random House submitted some

e-book apps to Apple’s App Store . . . ,

Cue attributed Random House’s

capitulation in part to “the fact that I

prevented an app from Random House

from going live in the app store this

week.”
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00091650

Instagram’s Growth Rate

“1,765%” week over week

“9,181,150%” month over month



2700068928 - 00068929

“[F]riends or [F]oes”

“I think having the exact data about

their users engagement . . . would

help us make more bold decisions on

whether they are friends or foes."

“Yeah, let’s do it.”
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Example: 
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Online Platforms and Digital Advertising CMA Market Study July 1, 2020

Google Dominates the Online Ad Market



Google Annual Reports from 2004 through 2019 (Srinivasan, 2020. Why Google Dominates Advertising Markets.)

Share of Google Ad Revenues Going to Google 
vs. Non-Google Properties 2004-2019
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Apple Bans Copycat Apps, but Permits Apple Copycats

"11. Apple Independent Development. Nothing in this Agreement will impair

Apple’s right to develop, acquire, license, market, promote or distribute products,

software or technologies that perform the same or similar functions as, or otherwise

compete with, any other products, software or technologies that you may develop,

produce, market, or distribute. In the absence of a separate written agreement to the

contrary, Apple will be free to use any information, suggestions or

recommendations you provide to Apple pursuant to this Agreement for any purpose,

subject to any applicable patents or copyrights. "


